Quick Stop Reference

QR Codes of University of Minnesota Stops

For questions, please contact Jacqueline Brudlos at 612-624-4161 or jbrudlos@umn.edu.

Riders can also text umnbus [stop#] to 41411

ROUTE: CONNECTOR

Stop 42 Blegen Hall
Stop 44 Coffman EB
Stop 45 Oak St & University Ave
Stop 21 Transitway at 23rd Ave
Stop 49 Tway at Commonwealth NB

Stop 52 Fairgrounds NB
Stop 55 Buford & Gortner WB
Stop 10 St. Paul Student Center
Stop 13 Buford & Gortner EB
Stop 16 Fairgrounds SB

Stop 19 Tway & Commonwealth SB
Stop 22 Thompson Ctr & 23rd Ave
Stop 38 Ridder Arena
Stop 60 Jones-Eddy Circle EBC
Stop 29 Bruininks Hall

ROUTE: UNIVERSITY AVE. CIRCULATOR

Stop 27 Northrop Mall
Stop 31 Willey Hall
Stop 40 Carlson School
Stop 34 Mondale Hall
Stop 37 Sanford Hall

Stop 33 University Ave at 15th Ave
Stop 43 Rec Center
Stop 24 McNamara Alumni Center
Stop 71 Oak St at Territorial Hall
Stop 75 Fulton St at Frontier Hall

Stop 29 Bruininks Hall
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ROUTE: **4TH STREET CIRCULATOR**

1. Stop 45 Oak & Washington EB
2. Stop 38 Ridder Arena
3. Stop 47 4th St at 15th Ave
4. Stop 48 10th Ave at University Ave
5. Stop 51 Mondale Hall
6. Stop 41 19th Ave Ramp
7. Stop 42 Blegen Hall
8. Stop 44 Coffman EB

ROUTE: **ST. PAUL**

1. Stop 90 Dudley & Cleveland Ave
2. Stop 91 Soccer Fields
3. Stop 92 Larptuneur & Coffman
4. Stop 93 Hodson Hall
5. Stop 94 Christensen Lab
6. Stop 95 Gortner at Buford
7. Stop 96 Vet Med Ctr
8. Stop 19 Tway & Commonwealth SB
9. Stop 97 Como & Raleigh
10. Stop 98 Como & Cleveland
11. Stop 99 Food Science
12. Stop 10 St. Paul Stud Ctr

ROUTE: **STADIUM SUPERBLOCK CIRCULATOR**

1. Stop 22 Thompson Ctr & 23rd Ave
2. Stop 23 6th Street & 21st Avenue
3. Stop 24 McNamara Alumni Center
4. Stop 64 Masonic Building
5. Stop 73 Clinic & Surgery Center